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ABSTRACT
Surrogate-assistance approaches have long been used in computa-
tionally expensive domains to improve the data-efficiency of opti-
mization algorithms. Neuroevolution, however, has so far resisted
the application of these techniques because it requires the surrogate
model to make fitness predictions based on variable topologies, in-
stead of a vector of parameters. Our main insight is that we can side-
step this problem by using kernel-based surrogate models, which
require only the definition of a distance measure between individu-
als. Our second insight is that the well-established Neuroevolution
of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) algorithm provides a computa-
tionally efficient distance measure between dissimilar networks in
the form of “compatibility distance”, initially designed to maintain
topological diversity. Combining these two ideas, we introduce a
surrogate-assisted neuroevolution algorithm that combines NEAT
and a surrogate model built using a compatibility distance kernel.
We demonstrate the data-efficiency of this new algorithm on the
low dimensional cart-pole swing-up problem, as well as the higher
dimensional half-cheetah running task. In both tasks the surrogate-
assisted variant achieves the same or better results with several
times fewer function evaluations as the original NEAT.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Neuroevolution (NE), the optimization of neural networks through
evolutionary algorithms, has proven to be effective in both machine
learning [1, 33] and evolutionary robotics [9, 30], and its flexibil-
ity has made it a standard approach for experiments in embodied
cognition [18] and open-ended evolution [13, 14]. Recent work has
shown that even in deep neural networks, wheremillions of weights
must be optimized, evolutionary techniques are a competitive al-
ternative to gradient descent, demonstrating a surprising ability to
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1) Initialize
Create initial population and training set from 
random minimal networks evaluated on the task
4) Update
Evaluate the best
individual from
each species and
add it to the
training set. 
Repeat from (2).
2) Model
Use genetic distance
between networks
in training set as 
kernel for model.
3) Evolve
Evolve population
using model and 
distance from training set
to approximate fitness
Figure 1: Surrogate-Assisted NEAT Overview
Surrogate-Assisted NEAT integrates the compatibility dis-
tance, used by NEAT for speciation, into a kernel for Gauss-
ian process regression. This compatibility distance kernel
allows for fitness approximation of networks whose topolo-
gies vary and grow more complex. Integrating surrogate-
assistance techniques into NEAT reduce the number of sam-
ples to reach the same performance by several times.
scale [22, 34]. With a body of existing NE research, on topics such as
exploration and overcoming deception, already being leveraged on
deep learning problems [7, 31], NE is poised for a surge in interest.
The main challenge for deploying NE techniques in many appli-
cations is that they require many fitness evaluations — too many
for most realistic use cases. Deep neural networks, for instance, re-
quire long times to train even when large computational resources
are brought to bear; in the case of robotics, there is a limit to the
amount of interaction that is possible with the physical system.
A common approach to optimization in computationally expen-
sive domains is to use approximate models of the objective function,
or surrogate models [2, 8, 10, 12]. These models are created through
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an active learning process that aims at selecting points that are
both promising in term of fitness and the likelihood to improve the
predictions of the surrogate model. The typical loop alternates be-
tween selecting the best point to evaluate on the target system and
retraining the model to take the new point into account. Machine
learning techniques are then used to construct surrogate models
which map the genotype space to predicted fitness values [10, 12] .
Creating such a mapping is challenging when evolving neural
networks, however: In cases where the topology and weights are
both evolved, the dimensionality of the input space is not constant,
and the dimensions themselves carry different meanings. Put differ-
ently, the surrogate model must be able to accept neural networks
of varied layouts as an input, rather than a list of parameters.
Our first insight is that kernel-based methods, such as Gaussian
process (GP) models and support vector machines, do not require
that the inputs all have the same dimensions: they only require that
some distance function between samples is defined. Distance mea-
sures designed for graphs, such as graph edit distance [23] could
theoretically be used to compute the distance between neural net-
works, but in practice are far too slow, with complexity exponential
in the number of vertices. Though approximate measures of graph
edit distance have been developed [15, 21], even these are too slow
for use as part of every prediction in an optimization algorithm.
Our second insight is that, when evolution is used to produce
neural networks, we can glean additional information into the simi-
larity of networks through their heredity. This is already done in the
Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies (NEAT) algorithm [30],
one of the most successful neuroevolution approaches. By track-
ing genes as they arise in the population, it is possible to create a
meaningful and computationally efficient distance measure. NEAT
uses this distance to cluster similar networks into species, here we
propose its use as part of a kernel for Gaussian process regression.
In summary, the primary idea explored in this work is that by
tracing the common genes of networks as they evolve we gain a
distance measure which can be used in a kernel-based surrogate
model. Surrogate-assistance techniques can then be used to create
a data-efficient neurevolution algorithm.
Broadly, the surrogate-assisted neuroevolution algorithm pre-
sented here proceeds as follows (Figure 1, previous page): (1) a set
of minimal networks are evaluated and form the initial training
set and population, (2) the distance between all individuals in the
training set is computed with a compatibility distance kernel, and
a GP model constructed, (3) the population is evolved with NEAT,
with the fitness of individuals approximated by the compatibility
distance model, (4) the best individuals in each species are evaluated
and added to the training set, and the process repeats from (2).
2 RELATEDWORK
2.1 Neuroevolution of Augmenting Topologies
Since its introduction in 2002 [30] NEAT has become the standard
for neuroevolution. The core features of NEAT focus on overcoming
the competing conventions problem of dissimilar networks. The al-
gorithm begins with a population of minimal networks, which grow
more complex through mutation. Whenever new nodes and con-
nections are added to the network they are given unique markers.
These markers allow common components of dissimilar networks
to be identified, providing a basis for crossover and the clustering
of networks into species. Species compete against each other for a
share of the total offspring they contribute to the next population,
and individuals compete within species to provide those offspring.
NEAT has seen successes in domains from video game AI [28] to
particle physics [1], and forms the basis and inspiration for a host of
other innovations. It is the underlying algorithm for the evolution
of compositional pattern producing networks [27] which were in
turn applied to the indirect encoding of large scale networks with
the HyperNEAT algorithm [29]. The ability of NEAT to produce
networks of increasing complexity has also made it an ideal tool for
exploring open-ended evolution and novelty-based search [13, 14].
2.2 Gaussian Process Models
Surrogate models can be constructed with a variety of machine
learning techniques [10, 12], but GPmodels [20] aremost commonly
used inmodern approaches. GPmodels are accurate evenwith small
data sets, and include a measure of uncertainty in their predictions,
important for balancing exploration and exploitation.
Gaussian process models use a generalization of the Gaussian
distribution: where a Gaussian distribution describes random vari-
ables, defined by mean and variance, a Gaussian process describes
a random distribution of functions, defined by a mean function µ,
and covariance function k .
f (x) ∼ GP(µ(x),k(x ,x ′)) (1)
GP models are based on assumptions of smoothness and locality:
the intuition that similar individuals will have similar behavior. A
covariance function k defines this relationship precisely in the form
of a kernel. A common choice of kernel is the squared exponential
function: as points x become closer in input space they become
exponentially correlated in output space:
k(xi, xj) = exp
(
− 12 ∥xi − xj ∥
2
)
(2)
Given a set of observations D = (x1:t , f1:t ) where f1:t = f (x1:t ), we
can build a matrix of covariances. In the simple noise-free case we
can then construct the kernel matrix:
K =

k(x1,x1) · · · k(x1,xt )
...
. . .
...
k(xt ,x1) · · · k(xt ,xt )
 (3)
When considering a new point (xt+1) we can derive the value
(ft+1 = f (xt+1)) from the normal distribution:
P(ft+1 |D1:t ,xt+1) = N
(
µt (xt+1),σ 2t (xt+1)
)
(4)
where:
µt (xt+1) = kTK−1f1:t (5)
σ 2t (xt+1) = k(xt+1, xt+1) − kTK−1k (6)
gives us the predicted mean and variance for a normal distribution
at the new point xt+1. When the objective function is evaluated
at this point, we add it to our set of observations D, reducing the
variance at xt+1 and at other points near xt+1.
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New Species
2) Calculate Compatibility Distance
Number of non-matching genes and 
average weight difference of matching genes.
Matching Non-matching
1) Track Innovation
Whenever a new connection
is created, assign it a unique ID.
Assign individual to first species with
compatibilty below a threshold.
3) Speciate
Species Theshold = 3.5
Figure 2: Calculating Compatibility Distance in NEAT
By tracking genes as they arise NEAT allows for the efficient comparison of dissimilar networks. The “compatibility distance”
between two networks is a weighted sum of the number of genes they do not share and the weight differences between the
genes they do. Each species has a representative. Individuals are compared to these representatives, and are assigned to the first
species whose representatives compatibility distance is below a threshold. If none exist the individual forms a new species.
Bayesian Optimization. Modern surrogate-assisted optimization
often takes place within the framework of Bayesian optimization
(BO) [2, 4, 8, 11, 17, 25]. BO approaches the problem of optimization
not only as one of finding themost optimal solution, but of modeling
the underlying objective function in high performing regions.
BO requires a probabilistic model of the objective function, and
so GP models are typically employed. This model is used to define
an acquisition function, which describes the utility of sampling a
given point. The objective function is evaluated at the point with
maximal utility and added to the set of observations. The updated
observation set is used to rebuild the model, and the process repeats.
In this work, we use the upper confidence bound (UCB) acquisition
function [26]. A high mean (µ) and large uncertainty (σ ) are both
favored, with relative emphasis tuned by the parameter κ:
UCB(x) = µ(x) + κσ (x) (7)
UCB performs competitively with more complex acquisition
functions such as Expected Improvement (EI) and Probability of
Improvement (PI) [2, 4].
3 COMPATIBILITY DISTANCE KERNEL GP
We would like to use GP models to approximate the fitness func-
tion for a surrogate-assisted neuroevolution algorithm. Though the
estimates of GPs are typically based on distance between samples
in parameter space, they are a kernel-based method, and as such
only require some distance measure between samples.
In the case of neuroevolution, where the topology of the network
is evolved along with the values of the weights, we do not have a
static or consistent parameter space. As the population of networks
grow and change, the genotype spaces they exist in diverge into
varied dimensions with inconsistent meanings, leaving standard
distance measures such as Euclidean distance unusable.
If a meaningful distance measure was found, then GP models
could be used. Neural networks are a class of directed graph, and
there already exist measures to compare graphs, such as graph edit
distance [23]. Unfortunately, even approximate graph edit distances
are too expensive to compute for every prediction [15, 21].
As we are producing the networks through an evolutionary
process, however, we can track the phylogenetic links between
individuals and compute a distance between them based on their
common genes. NEAT introduces just such a mechanism by assign-
ing innovation markers whenever a new gene arises. The genome of
a neural network evolved with NEAT is composed of a list of nodes
and a list of connections. Starting with a fully connected minimal
network new nodes are added by splitting existing connections,
adding a new node which has a connection from the source node
and to the destination node. New connections can then be added
to and from this node through mutation. In either case, whenever
a connection is added it is assigned a unique innovation number,
implemented simply as a running counter (Figure 2, left).
By comparing these identifiers similar structures in dissimilar
genotypes can be easily and efficiently identified, allowing the dis-
tance between two individuals to be calculated (Figure 2, center).
This compatibility distance is used by NEAT to cluster similar in-
dividuals into species, and we can use it as a kernel for our GP,
allowing us to perform predictions across dissimilar structures.
The canonical NEAT [30] introduces several coefficients and
normalization factors which provide additional degrees of freedom
in how exactly this value is calculated, but we simplify it here to:
δ (xi, xj) = c1 ·G(xi, xj) + c2 ·W (xi, xj) (8)
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1) Create Kernel Matrix
Compute distance between all samples
in training set using compatibility distance.
Optimize model hyperparameters
to maximize likelihood of the 
training data given the model. 
2) Train Model
Predict performance of new sample based 
on the distance to samples in the training set.
3) Predict Performance
Figure 3: Predicting Performance from Compatibility Distance
To predict performance based on compatibility distance a kernelmatrixmust first be created by comparing every individual in
our training set to every other with the kernel function.We then train themodel hyperparameters tomaximize the likelihood
of the training set given the model. Fitness for an unknown individual can then be predicted using the compatibility distance
from each individual in the training set and the found model hyperparameters.
where the compatibility distance δ between two individuals xi
and x j is the weighted sum of the number of non-matching genes
G and the average weight differences of matching genesW . The
compatibility distance is used by NEAT to cluster individuals into
species. New individuals are compared to representatives of each
species found in the previous generation, and join the first whose
distance is below a certain threshold (Figure 2, right).
To produce the kernel matrix of the GP we use a compatibility
distance kernel function which returns the squared exponential
compatibility distance between samples:
k(xi, xj) = exp
(
− 12δ (xi , xj )
2
)
(9)
While precision of the predictions when only matching connections
and weight differences may be limited, the underlying assumption,
that the more similar two individuals are the more similarly they
can be expected to behave, holds. The rough predictions produced
by the predictive model provide enough information to ensure that
higher fitness individuals produce more offspring.
To train a GP model, its hyperparameters are tuned to make
the known observations most likely given the model, balancing
accuracy and simplicity. We tune two hyperparameters of our ker-
nel: the characteristic length scale (ℓ), which can be thought of as
the distance you can move in input space before the output value
changes significantly, and the variance (η), how far the output signal
varies from the function’s mean. Integrating these hyperparameters
give us a kernel of the form:
k(xi, xj) = η exp
(
− 12ℓδ (xi , xj )
2
)
(10)
These hyperparameters θ are optimized by maximizing the log like-
lihood of the fitness values y given the individuals in the population
x and compatibility kernel matrix K :
log p(y |x ,θ ) = −12y
T (K − σnI )−1y − 12 log |(K − σnI )| −
n
2 log2π
(11)
Typically, gradient-based optimization is used to maximize the
likelihood, but this is not possible here because the compatibility
distance is not differentiable. Instead, we use the Covariance Matrix
Adaptation Evolution Strategy (CMA-ES), which has been proven
as effective at optimizing Gaussian process model parameters as
gradient-based methods in other contexts [5]. In addition to the
kernel specific parameters ℓ and η the mean (µ) and signal noise
(σ ) are also tuned.
The training and prediction process can be summarized as fol-
lows: all individuals in the training set are compared using NEAT’s
compatibility distance metric to produce a covariance matrix of
their similarity, the hyperparameters of the model are then opti-
mized with CMA-ES to maximize the likelihood of the data given
the model, and finally a prediction can be calculated based on the
model and distance to the individuals in the training set. This train-
ing and prediction process is illustrated in Figure 3.
4 SURROGATE-ASSISTED NEAT
Predictions based on a GP model with a compatibility distance ker-
nel can identify the most promising individuals to test and the most
promising genotype regions to explore. By judiciously sampling
these individuals we can improve the accuracy of our models in op-
timal regions and perform the same simultaneous topology search
and weight optimization as NEAT, with a focus on data-efficiency.
The core algorithmic machinery of NEAT is maintained, with the
adjustments needed to place NEAT into a surrogate-assisted frame-
work outlined below and illustrated in Figure 4.
Initialization. This surrogate-assisted variant of NEAT begins
just as the original version of NEAT, by initializing a set of minimal
networks and testing them. These initial samples and their fitness
form the training set of our first model. The distance between all
samples is computed and a Gaussian process model trained.
Surrogate-Assisted Evolution. The population is evolved accord-
ing to the standard mechanisms of NEAT: individuals are grouped
into species, a number of offspring are assigned to each species
based on their fitness, and finally tournament selection and varia-
tion is performed within each species to produce a new population.
The compatibility distance between the newly produced individuals
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Known
Individuals of each species
Estimated Chosen for Infill
1 Gen w/Measured Fitness1 Gen w/Approximate Fitness
1) Initialization
Create initial population, add to
training set, and train first model.
2) Surrogate-Assisted Evolution
Evolve population as in NEAT, with 
fitness approximated by model. 
3) Model Update
Evaluate best in each species, add to training 
set, and retrain model.
5) Resolve Population
When no longer improving: evaluate population, 
evolve without fitness approximation until better 
solution is found or the training set is replaced.
4) Population Update
Seed starting population with 
individuals from training set.
Figure 4: Surrogate-Assisted NEAT
1) An initial population of minimal networks is used as a training set, serving as the basis for the initial surrogate model.
2) The population evolves according to the NEAT algorithm, with fitness replaced by the approximations of the model.
3) From each species, the individual with the highest predicted performance is selected and evaluated on the task. These new
samples are placed in the training set, replacing the oldest samples if the training set has reached its maximum size.
4) The training set and population are combined to form a new population, and the process repeats from step 2.
5) When fitness is no longer improving, the entire population is evaluated and added to the training set. If none of these
individuals are an improvement, a new generation is produced with NEAT, which is evaluated and added to the training set.
Evolution continues in this way until a) a better individual is found, or b) the entire training set has been replaced with new
individuals. The model is then retrained and the algorithm resumes from (2) with this new population and training set.
and all individuals in the training set is then calculated. Based on
the model and this distance, we calculate the utility of sampling
each new individual. We reward individuals with high predicted
fitness and high uncertainty, using the UCB acquisition function
(see Section 2.2). We then repeat the evolutionary process, grouping
the new individuals into species, and using this utility value in place
of fitness when assigning offspring to species and determining the
winners of intra-species tournaments.
Model Update. Surrogate-assisted evolution is repeated a number
of times before new samples are added to the model. When selecting
these new samples we take advantage of NEAT’s concept of species.
The species clustering in NEAT ensures that a diversity is main-
tained, and new complexity nurtured. Species are clustered using
the same measure of similarity as our model, and so by sampling
one individual in a species we improve the prediction accuracy on
other individuals in the same species. To improve our model across
species the best performing individual in each is evaluated on the
task, added to the training set, and the model retrained.
The training set is limited to a maximum size, and if adding
new samples would extend it beyond that size the oldest samples
are replaced. This sliding window approach to our training data
serves dual purposes. The first is to keep our models relevant to
the current individuals being evolved. As the genotypes become
more complex the distance from older, simpler individuals becomes
less relevant. Older individuals will not only have lower fitnesses,
but as the population explores new spaces older individuals will
contain many genes which do not exist in the current population,
providing little benefit to prediction.
There is also a computational advantage in a smaller training set.
New individuals must be compared to every individual in the train-
ing set, and the matrix of distances between the training set samples
must be inverted when creating the Gaussian process model, an
operation with complexity cubed in the number of samples [20]. A
limited training set of recent individuals ensures a computationally
efficient model focused on relevant and high performing regions.
Population Update. The training set serves another purpose, dou-
bling as a store of known starting points for evolution. As genera-
tions of surrogate-assisted evolution repeat, the population drifts
farther away from known solutions where reasonable predictions
can be made. In typical cases of surrogate-assisted optimization this
is not a concern: all solutions occupy the same space and predic-
tions become more accurate as the solution space is explored. With
a complexifying genome, however, new dimensions are introduced
faster than they can be efficiently explored.
To contain this explosion of genotypic complexity we reintro-
duce known samples back into the population.Whenever we update
the model, we also add one member of the training set for every
member of the population, with the most recent added first, effec-
tively doubling the breeding pool for that generation. This larger
collection of individuals is divided into species and recombined
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Figure 5: Cart-Pole Swing-Up: Evaluations to Solve
Comparison of median best fitness found over 50 trials of SA-NEAT and NEAT on the cart-pole swing-up task. Shaded region
indicates one standard deviation from the median. SA-NEAT solved the task in a median of 1664 evaluations, while NEAT
required 9488, nearly six times the number of evaluations. Even the most data-efficient quartile of of NEAT runs required
as many evaluations as the least data-efficient SA-NEAT runs. The complexity of solutions found in each case are similar,
demonstrating that the same variable dimensional space explored by NEAT is also explored in the surrogate-assisted variant.
to form a new population of the standard size. Much of the new
population will have known samples as one or both parents, pulling
the population back towards known genetic dimensions, allowing
more accurate predictions of their fitness.
Resolve Population. In cases where the parameter space is fixed,
surrogate-assisted methods will reliably converge on the optima
as more samples are obtained, but in an open-ended space this
is not the case. In the event that the algorithm converges on a
local optimum and stagnates we “resolve” the population, replacing
fitness approximations with true fitness values.
If enough newly added individuals are added to the training
set without improvement, the entire population is evaluated on
the task, revealing any individuals in the population which would
achieve higher fitness but were never chosen for evaluation. If no
better solutions are found then the speciation and recombination of
NEAT repeats, and the entire population again is evaluated on the
task. Every individual evaluated is added to the training set, and
this NEAT evolution continues until either a better solution is found
or the entire training set is replaced with new individuals. At that
point the GP model is reconstructed and the algorithm begins again
with a diverse, complex, but known population. With the search
space once again well-modeled the process of surrogate-assisted
evolution, model update, and population update resumes.
5 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
5.1 Cart-Pole Swing-Up
Setup and Hyperparameters. We test our approach to surrogate-
assisted neuroevolution first on a classic benchmark control prob-
lem, the cart-pole swing-up. The system begins with a cart on a two
dimensional track with a pole hanging below it, with the objective
of swinging the pole into an upright position and maintaining it
in a balanced state. This task is more difficult than benchmarks
used in many evolutionary computation publications, such as pole-
balancing, and cannot be solved with a linear controller [19], re-
quiring networks to grow beyond their initial minimal state.
The known state of the system is the position and velocity of
the cart, and the angle and angular velocity of the pole. Inclusion
of a bias node results in a total of 5 inputs, with a single output
node specifying a command to the system as a percentage of the
maximum force. The cart-pole system used here is composed of a
2 kg cart and a 0.5 m pole weighing 0.5 kg. The maximum force
which can be applied to the cart is 10 N, with control signals sent
to the system at every 0.25 seconds, for a total of 5 seconds.
Controllers are rewarded for the most consecutive time steps
in which the pole is held upright. If, for example, the pole is held
upright for 25 time steps, falls, then is swung back up and held
upright for an additional 15 time steps the controller is only awarded
a fitness of 25, not 40. Fitness is only awarded for time steps in the
second half of the trial, for a maximum fitness of 100.
NEAT has a large number of hyperparameters, too many to test
and tune exhaustively. Instead we conducted preliminary testing
with different levels of variation per generation, based on the hy-
perparameters presented in the canonical NEAT article [30]. The
probabilities to add nodes and connections, reenable nodes, per-
form crossover, and mutate weights were scaled by 2, 1, 12 ,
1
4 , and
1
8 :
preliminary tests showed NEAT’s best performance when variation
was scaled by 12 and so these hyperparameter values were used.
In runs of SA-NEAT, 4 generations of evolution took place before
selecting 4 infill individuals to add to the population. These were
taken from the top 4 species, except in the case where less then 4
species were present, in which case the highest performing indi-
viduals were taken in their place. A training set of 512 individuals
was maintained, and the population “resolved” if 128 individuals
were added to the training set without improvement. To keep the
same amount of variation in one sampling iteration of SA-NEAT as
would occur in a single generation of NEAT, the rates of variation
were decreased by 14 (
1
8 of the hyperparameters in [30]). Table 1
outlines the hyperparameters and their relationship.
Results. The comparison of performance between NEAT and SA-
NEAT on the swing-up task over 50 replicates is shown in Figure 5.
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Figure 6: Half Cheetah: Best Fitness Per Evaluation
Comparison of median best fitness found over 30 trials of SA-NEAT and NEAT on the half-cheetah running task. Shaded
region indicates one standard deviation from themedian.With no solve state, data-efficiencywas compared by the evaluations
required to reach the highest median fitness reached by NEAT. SA-NEAT reached themedian level of fitness achieved by NEAT
in 4096 evaluations in a median of 1136 evaluations, a difference of more than three and a half times. Even the most data-
efficient quartile of NEAT runs required as many evaluations as the least data-efficient SA-NEAT runs. Again, the complexity
of the networks produced by the two approaches was equivalent.
Table 1: SA-NEAT Hyperparameter Values and Derivation
Hyperparameter Relative Value Absolute Value
# of Species - 4
Gens Per Infill - 4
Population Size - 128
Variation Base / Gens Per Infill (Published / 8)
Inds Per Infill # of Species 4
Training Set Inds Per Infill × Pop Size 512
Stagnation Population Size 128
We compare only the number of fitness evaluations performed
on the cart-pole simulator: fitness predictions using the surrogate
model are not counted. A dramatic speed-up can be observed: by
the time NEAT exhausted evaluations equal to 13 generations, half
of SA-NEAT runs had already solved the task. This represents a
gain in data-efficiency of nearly six times. The acceleration is made
even more stark when the full distribution of results is examined.
Even the most data-efficient quartile of NEAT replicates require as
many evaluations as the least data-efficient runs of SA-NEAT. It
should also be noted that the complexity of the produced networks
matches those found by NEAT, illustrating that SA-NEAT is indeed
exploring the same variable dimensional space as NEAT.
5.2 Half-Cheetah
Setup and Hyperparameters. To test the SA-NEAT approach on
a higher dimensional problem, we compare its performance in
the half-cheetah running task. The half-cheetah system described
in [32] is one half of a quadruped robot with a front and back leg,
with each leg consisting of 3 joints. The system has a state space
of 17 values: the velocity and angles of each joint, the position and
velocity of the body in the x (forward) and z (up) directions, and
the angle and angular velocity of the body in y (side). Each of the 6
joints are controlled by sending a torque command, for a total 108
weights in the initial minimal networks (including a bias input).
To encourage smoother gaits we prevent rapid direction shifts in
joint direction by applying the output of the neural network not as
raw joint torques, but as adjustments to the existing torque levels.
Torques on each joint at a time step t is applied as:
torque(t ) = torque(t−1) + y (12)
where y is the output vector of the neural network.
The OpenAI gym implementation [3] of the half-cheetah is run
for 150 time steps1 , with fitness awarded for moving forward with
minimal effort:
fitness =
150∑
t=1
(post+1 − post )/dt − 0.1 × torque2t (13)
The same hyperparameters used for NEAT and SA-NEAT in the
swing-up task were used here. As there is no half-cheetah solve
state, and is muchmore expensive to simulate than the cart-pole, we
limit the number of evaluations to 4096 and run only 30 replicates.
Results. Even in this more complex problem, SA-NEAT outper-
forms NEAT (Figure 6), reaching the same levels of fitness as NEAT
at the end of the trial using only a third of the needed evaluations.
This not only confirms our earlier experiment, but also shows that
SA-NEAT is able to navigate a high dimensional weight space as
well as searching the space of possible topologies.
While the swing-up benchmark is not a trivial task the space of
solutions, even in the complexifying case, is relatively limited. With
a minimal topology of five inputs and one output it begins as only
a five dimensional problem. The half-cheetah, on the other hand,
begins in a space that is more than 100 degrees of freedom. As the
compatibility distance kernel is independent of the dimensionality
of the underlying genotype, our models are still able to make useful
predictions in this space with only a few hundred samples.
1This is significantly fewer time steps than is typical for this task in reinforcement learn-
ing experiments, and so results are not directly comparable to those in the literature.
The purpose of these experiments is only to establish the benefits w.r.t. NEAT: more
thorough comparisons with previous work will be presented in a future publication.
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6 CONCLUSION AND DISCUSSION
We introduced a surrogate-assisted variant of NEAT, SA-NEAT, as
a data-efficient method of performing neuroevolution in compu-
tationally expensive problems. By taking advantage of the phylo-
genetic information produced as a byproduct of the evolutionary
process, we created a new kernel to judge similarity of neural net-
works based on their shared genes. Using GP models built with
this kernel we are able approximate the performance of individuals,
allowing us to achieve similar results with several times fewer eval-
uations. Fewer evaluations does not guarantee a faster experiment:
when the fitness function is evaluated in simulation, there is always
a trade-off between the cost of modeling and evaluation. By limiting
the model to recently evaluated samples we boundnd its complex-
ity, and it is possible that both accuracy and performance could be
further improved with even more purposefully constructed models.
In the presented approach, though species diverged into varied
and distant genealogies, a single training set and model were used
for prediction. Due to the squared exponential relationship in the
kernel, individuals in more distant species have little if any effect on
the predicted performance, yet are still considered in the compari-
son. Producing surrogate models with individuals only from within
a single species would reduce the needed number of comparisons.
Apart from computational concerns, species specific models could
also have more predictive power, as the hyperparameters of the
model could more accurately reflect the particular genotype region,
rather than their likelihood over the entire training set.
NEAT is used to evolve compositional pattern producing net-
works (CPPNs) [27] , indirect encodings used to produce neural
networks [29], images [16, 24], and solid objects [6]. Whether our
approach is as successful in evolving indirect encodings remains
to be seen, but as many engineering domains rely on expensive
simulations, a data-efficient method of evolving CPPNs would allow
their application in real world design problems.
As neuroevolution gains increased attention from industry for
its capabilities in large scale problems, the tasks it is charged with
will only grow in complexity. Despite the continued growth in
computing power there will always be demand for more, and this is
especially true for population-based approaches. Combining data-
efficient machine learning with neuroevolution ensures that the
diversity preserving, novelty seeking, deception avoiding abilities
of evolutionary approaches can still be applied, regardless of the
complexity of the challenges presented.
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